Abstract. There is a growing trend of social robots to move into the human environment. This research is set up to find the trends within social robotic designs. A sample of social robotic designs is drawn to investigate on whether there are more legged social robots than social robots with wheeled. In addition we investigate whether social robots use legs or wheels for locomotion, and which continent produces the most social robotic designs. The the results show that there are more legged robots, most robots use them for locomotion and Asia is the continent that produces most social robots. It can be concluded that there is a trend that social robots are more and more designed to have legs instead of wheels. Asia has more different social robotic designs to cater to different needs of human.
Introduction
Social robots are playing an important part in our future society. Already today, service robots outnumber industrial robots [8] . They are intended to entertain, educate and care for their users. One of the main design questions for these types of robots is if they should walk or roll. Walking robots can operate easier in an environment that is originally designed for human beings. Stairs, steps and the variety of floor coverings do not bother them too much. However, rolling is a much more reliable form of locomotion since the robots do not need to keep their balance. Since the field of social robotics has been confronted with this problem for some time, it appears useful to investigate how the robotic developers have overcome it.
A social robot is an autonomous robot that interacts and communicates with humans or other autonomous physical agents by following social behaviours and rules attached to its role [2] . This definition suggests that a social robot must have a physical embodiment. We followed this definition and did not include screen based agents, industrial robots or military robots. Surveys about the field of social robotics date back to already 2001 [1] , meaning that first robots can already be expected to appear 15 years ago. We therefore included robots that were at least available since 1995.
It is very difficult to collect information about the absolute number of social robots that were released. Arguably, Aibo was the most sold social robot so far with 140.000 units sold [4] . We therefore focused not on the absolute number of robots, but on the count of different robotic designs. We did not require the social robot to be commercially available in order to be considered for this survey, since many social robots never left the research laboratories. It is sufficient if only one example robot was ever built. Thus to identify the trends of social robots, the following questions formed the focus of the research:
1. Are there more social robotic designs with legs or wheels? 2. Are the legs or wheels of the social robots used for locomotion? 3. Which continents develop more social robots?
Method

Data Gathering
A sample size of 106 social robots was randomly gathered through a web search. Only general keywords like "Robots" and "Social Robots" were used as search terms in different search engines, such as Bing, Google and Yahoo. Specific keywords like: "robots + legs", "humanoid + robots" or "wheels + robots" were not used, since they would have biased the sample of the search results. We assume that the 106 found social robots represent a random sample of social robots. We then manually inspected the robotic designs and recorded their features in a spreadsheet. The following features were extracted: -Ability to perform locomotion -If the robot has legs and how many -If the robot has wheels and how many -Country origin of the robot -Creator of the robot -Web or book references
The robots that were included in the analyses are listed in table 1:
Categorization
Based on the collected raw data, the robots are categorized into four categories: With Legs only, With Wheels only, With Both or With None. Their definitions as follows:
Legs. Any limbs that have contact with the ground regardless of ability to perform locomotion. Example: Asimo [6] In addition, the robots are also categorized into their ability to perform locomotion, which means the act or power of moving from place to place. This is to find the relation between the use of legs or wheels for locomotion. An example of a robot that has human like legs yet unable to walk is Geminoid HR1 [3] . Based on the country origin of the social robots, they are also categorized into their respective continents based on the following definitions:
America. As there were only two out of hundred and six robot designs that were made in Australia or Africa, thats why the focus was set on comparing the three major continents of robot creators, and labeling the rest as "others".
Results
Robots with Legs or Wheels
From the sample of 106 robots, 63 robots had only legs, which covered about 59% of the total robots (see Figure 1 ). To determine whether there are more robots with legs or wheels, the number of robots with legs only and wheels only are compared. Based on the data, there are 20 social robotic designs with wheels, while the other 63 robotics designs are with legs. We calculated a 99% confidence interval around the sample proportion for the legged robots of and we can therefore conclude with 99% certainty that there are significantly more robotic designs with legs than with wheels. We also collected information about the number of legs and wheels per robot. The mean number of legs or wheels is 2.2 and 3.21 respectively (see Figure 2) . It is thus more common for a robot with legs to have two legs. This shows that social robots with legs are likely to be made with two to imitate the action of human walking. On the other hand, robots with wheels are likely to have 3 wheels: two for movement and one for balance.
Ability of Robots to Perform Locomotion
The relationship between the ability of the robot to perform locomotion and whether it has either legs or wheels to perform is determined in Figure 3 , which shows that 78 out of 91 of the robots with either legs or wheels can use their legs/wheels to perform locomotion. Based on the data, we constructed a 95% confidence interval around the sample proportion of 78 91 = 0.857 : P ro[0.785 < Π < 0.929] = 0.99. Since 0.5 is not within the confidence interval, we can conclude that there are significantly more social robots that use locomotion than robots that do not.
Geographic Distribution
The pie-chart below shows an overview of which continent contributes the most different robot designs (see Figure 4) . The chart shows that, Asia covers 55% of the whole sample. This is largely contributed by one of the worlds top robot creator, Japan. Japan alone covers 42% of the total sample, Korea follows with 10%. With Japan and Korea in the top three, Asia may continue to hold the status of being the top robot-creating continent. 
Conclusions
When it comes to deciding whether to use legs or wheels for social robots, each of them definitely has strong advantages of their own. Wheels are more stable and balance in terms of ability to perform locomotion and operation. However, social robots are supposed to be made to interact with humans. This would mean that they are operating in an environment designed for humans with legs. Thus legged robots have the advantage of ease of moving in and interacting with the human environment. From the data, there is a 99% certainty that there are more than 50% of robots with legs. We can also be 95% sure that if the robots have either legs or wheels or both, most of them can perform locomotion. So the limbs or wheels are less likely to be for aesthetical purpose, but also used for locomotion. From these fact mentioned above, there is a trend that social robots tend to have legs that can locomotion. So it is likely that social robots in future will be built with legs in order to integrate into the human environment. It also shows that interaction with humans is no longer the only function of social robots; they must also have the ability to perform locomotion in a environment based on human movement. This study also has some limitations. We were not able to reliably record the date of the initial release of the robotic designs. We could therefore not compile a time line that would give us some insights into the development of social robots over time. From a qualitative point of view we were under the impression that older robot design tended to use wheels, and that more recent robots tried to move into the direction of humanoids.
We are also not able to address the question if users would have a preference for legged or wheeled robots. Neither can we address the question what aesthetic implications the use of legs or wheels have.
